Space Suite

1. March of the astronauts

Triumphantly \( \text{\( \downarrow \quad 112 \quad \)} \)

KB & DB
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4. Riding my bike!

PART 1

Lively pedal-power \( \frac{j}{= 112} \)  

Cycling in the town I go I'm some-times fast and some-times slow I love to pedal to and fro, I'm Riding my bike! Cycling in the countryside It really is a lovely ride To pedal freely far and wide, I'm Riding my bike! Cycling in the velodrome My bike is red with shiny chrome I'll soon be cycling off to home, I'm Riding my bike! Wind and rain or sun and shower I'll keep on cycling hour by hour Because I've got my pedal-power, I'm Riding my bike! Careful of the lorries and don't get in their way, Then nobody worries as you cycle each day. Careful of the buses as they crawl up the street, Then nobody fusses as you pedal so neat! Cycling's fun and very green It
8. African song (Mweya m’tsvene)

Shona trad., Zimbabwe
arr. KB & DB
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Play 2nd time (optional)
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12. Rock 'n' rollercoaster

Words and music by KB & DB

Bright Rock tempo $q = 120$

Step a-board, get

read-y to rock, rol-ler-coast-er ride!

Step a-board, get read-y to rock,

we'll be side by side.

Step a-board the rol-ler-coast-er ride!

Up and down, we're feel-in' diz-zy on the rol-ler-coast-er ride,

Climb-in' high we'll